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Abstract
Scales, in general, form due to the transport of the components from the bulk of the liquid phase
to the walls of pipes and/or equipment. The liquid phase velocity at the walls, in the boundary
layer, is practically zero, allowing the constituents to reach their equilibrium solubility. The
species which are most important to scale formation are the intermediate compounds of
consecutive reactions. This theoretical scheme describes the formation of desilication product
(DSP), titania compounds and boehmite scales in the digester systems, gibbsite scale in
clarification and bauxite residue washing, and in the “white side” of alumina refineries. Bauxite
and/or bauxite residue particles can be trapped in scale. The study of the elements of scales has
proven a useful tool in the understanding of titanium and iron mineral reactions. Chemical and
mineralogical analyses of digestion scales from various alumina refineries are presented to
support the theoretical considerations.
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1. Introduction
Scale formation, especially in the red side of alumina refineries, is a complex process.
Desilication product (DSP) scale has dramatically lower thermal conductivity than steel,
consequently its formation greatly hinders heat transfer when bauxite slurry or Test Tank Liquor
(TTL) is preheated. Scales reduce the tube diameters and may clog preheater tubes, reducing
their hydraulic and thermal performance. Scaling demands that spare equipment must be
available. Removal of scales either by chemical and/or mechanical means is troublesome,
sometimes incomplete, and incurs extra cost. The difficulties associated with scale are discussed
by Fortin and Breault [1].
Roach and Cornell [2,3] point out the importance of liquor supersaturations, not only of alumina
but also of silica and calcia at various stages of the process. Scales can be differentiated
between the growth and settled scales, although this paper focuses on growth scales.
The equilibrium alumina solubilities for gibbsite, boehmite and diaspore have been
summarized in a comprehensive diagram by Kotte [4].
Concerning the reactions of kaolinite and quartz in Bayer liquor, the classic papers of
Adamson et al. [5], Breuer et al. [6], Oku and Yamada [7] should be mentioned. A large number
of papers deal with various aspects of the formation and further reactions of desilication
product (DSP), and there is insufficient space in this paper to present a comprehensive list of
relevant publications.
Addai-Mensah et al. [8] summarized the formation mechanism of sodalite and cancrinite:
[Na-aluminosilicate ions] → amorphous → zeolite A → sodalite → cancrinite
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